RELIGION

R2:03 Sees self and others as God’s
children in His family

R3:07 Identifies common faithrelated items: Bible, cross, Jesus,
praying hands, etc.

Jesus is My Friend and Savior

R2:04 Feels secure in God’s love and
care

R3:08 Enjoys looking at beginning
bible and religious books
independently

R2:05 Realizes the need for God’s
love

R3:09 Loves and shares with others

R1:01 Listens to Jesus stories read or
told by the teacher

R1:02 Demonstrates and verbalizes
that Jesus always love and cares for
him/her

I respond to God’s Love

R1:03 Develops a sense of trust in
Jesus

R3:01 Repeats prayers

R1:04 Knows that Jesus died on the
cross to save him/her from sin

R3:02 Participates in Jesus songs and
action poems

R1:05 Knows that Jesus forgives
him/her

R3:03 Participates in age-appropriate
worship activities

Creation and God’s Word

R3:04 Sings Christian songs

R2:01 Identifies that all creation is
created by God

R3:05 Thanks God for members of
his/her family

R2:02 Takes care of God’s world

R3:06 Thanks God for things he/she
sees and does

Language and Literacy

Listening and Understanding

L2:02 Converses with caregivers and
peers

L2:03 Initiates conversation

L2:12 Begins to use words like but,
because, if, so to connect ideas

Emergent Reading

L1:01 Shows interest in listening to
sounds

L2:04 Takes turns using language in
simple back and forth conversations

L3:01 Shows interest in songs,
rhymes, and stories

L1:02 Listens with interest to
language

L2:05 Asks questions – uses what,
why, where questions to get more
information/help

L3:02 Pretends to read books

L1:03 Responds to verbal and nonverbal communication of others

L2:06 Talks about past, present, and
future events

L3:03 Looks at books independently

L1:04 Understands gestures, words,
phrases, or questions

L2:07 Responds to a request for
clarification

L3:04 Develops interest in and
involvement with books and other
print materials

L1:05 Responds with actions or
words to simple questions

L2:08 Communicates clearly enough
to be understood by familiar and
unfamiliar listeners

L3:05 Distinguishes between words
and pictures

L1:06 Follows simple 1 – 2 step
directions

L2:09 Uses personal pronouns (I,
you, me) and plural nouns

L3:06 Recognizes and identifies
some upper case and lower case
letters

Speaking

L2:10 Uses position words

L3:07 Engages in word and sound
play with adults (rhyming games
and sounds)

L2:01 Uses 2 – 5 word sentences to
communicate with others

L2:11 Shows an increase in the
number of vocabulary words

L3:08 Holds book with 2 hands,
right side up and turns pages from
front to back

L3:09 Recites parts of well-known
stories, songs, and rhymes. Tells a
story from pictures in a book

Emergent Writing

L3:10 Responds to simple questions
about stories with adult support

L4:01 Explores drawing, painting,
and writing as a way of
communicating

L3:11 Tracks print

L4:02 Makes scribbles, pictures,
letter-like shapes to convey
meaning and express ideas

L3:12 Acts out stories with toys and
props

L4:03 Imitates simple lines and
shapes

L3:13 Recognizes own first name in
print

L4:04 Asks an adult to write or draw
something – my name, picture of a
dog, etc.

L3:14 Recognizes the first letter of
his/her name and associates it with
another child whose name starts
with the same letter

L4:05 Dictates a story for an adult
to write

L3:15 Asks what a sign says

L4:06 Experiments with a variety of
writing tools, materials, and
surfaces

L3:16 Recognizes that a word can
stand for a person or object

L4:07 Grasps writing tools – with
adult help, uses pincer grip

L4:08 Associates writing with words
and sounds

MATH

Computation and Algebraic
Thinking

Numeracy

M2:01 Describes that something
has been taken away from a group

M4:01 Completes basic shape
interlocking puzzles

M1:01 Counts in sequence from 1
to 5 (1 – 10)

M2:02 Identifies that an object
has been added to a group

M4:02 Completes lined tangrams
or pattern block puzzles

M1:02 Begins to demonstrate an
understanding of one-to-one
correspondence (sets 1 – 3)

M2:03 Makes reasonable
estimates of quanity

M4:03 Uses position words: in on,
under, etc.

M1:03 Begins to recognize that
number symbols indicate quantity

M2:04 Follows along and imitates
patterns of sound and movement

M4:04 Identifies basic shapes:
circle, triangle, square, star, heart

M1:04 Begins to recognize that
different numbers indicate
different quantities

M2:05 Verbally or non-verbally
predicts what comes next when
shown a simple ABAB pattern of
concrete objects

M4:05 Matches shapes that are
different in size and orientation

Geometry

M1:05 Understands some, none,
first, last, bigger, smaller

Data Analysis

M4:06 Stacks some nesting toys in
order of shape

M1:06 Uses fingers to show how
many or age of self

M3:01 Shows interest in matching
and sorting according to color,
size, and shape

Measurement

M1:07 Identifies which is more
(visually, tactilely, or audibly)

M3:02 Identifies attributes of
objects with adult support

M5:01 Follows steps in a simple
routine

M1:08 Describes sequence; first,
middle, last

M3:03 Identifies similarities and
differences in objects

M5:02 Understands simple time
limit cues

M5:03 Understands transition from
one activity to another

M5:04 Tells what activity comes
before or after

M5:05 Uses basic measurement
words or gestures to express
measurable attributes (example:
hot/cold, big/little, long/short)
M5:06 Sorts objects into categories
based on attributes (color, size,
shape)

M5:07 Explores measurement using
non-standard tools

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SE1:09 Begins to show independence
by occasionally resisting adult control

SE2:06 Manages transitions and
adapts to changes in schedule,
routines, and situations with adult
support

SE1:10 Expresses both positive and negative
Sense of Self

feelings about participating in activities
through beginning stages of verbal
communication, gestures and body language

SE2:07 Participates in group routines

SE1:01 Recognizes self as a unique
child of God (says own name, can say
is a boy or girl, identifies eyes, nose,
mouth, etc.)

SE1:11 Turns to adults for social
assistance

SE1:02 Uses personal pronouns (me,
I, my, mine, etc.)

SE1:12 Begins to demonstrate a need
to complete tasks on own

SE3:01 Beings to use language skills
instead of force to resolve conflicts
with adult support

Self-Regulation

SE3:02 Beings to develop problem
solving skills with adult support

SE1:03 Begins to express likes and
dislikes

Conflict Resolution

SE3:03 Engages in simple conflict
resolution with adult support
strategies

SE1:04 Shows confidence in
increasing abilities

SE2:01 Responds to basic guidance
and regulation

SE1:05 Shows a range of emotions
(anger, joy, confusion, loneliness,
sorrow, etc.)

SE2:02 Begins to understand simple
routines, rules and limitations

SE1:06 Recognizes own emotions and
the emotions of others (reads facial
expressions and body language of
others “You are happy/sad” etc.)

SE2:03 Follows simple routines with
adult support

SE4:01 Responds to peers

SE1:07 Shows care and concern for
other children

SE2:04 Begins to manage own
actions, emotions and behavior

SE4:02 Talks to and with others

SE1:08 Begins to use words to label
and express feelings

SE2:05 Begins to demonstrate
awareness of behavior and its effects

SE4:03 Demonstrates increasing
comfort with most adults

Building Relationships

SE4:04 Seeks adults for information
to support understanding things and
for social assistance

SE4:05 Uses pretend play to learn
and practice new roles and
relationships

SE4:06 Begins to participate in
cooperative play with adult guidance

SE4:07 Is learning to take turns and
share

SE4:08 Begins to assist with tasks at
school and at home

SCIENCE

S2:02 Names objects in the sky

Engineering

S2:03 Notices shadows of self, others,
and objects

S4:01 Shows imagination and
creativity in solving problems

S1:01 Uses senses to explore people,
objects and the world

S2:04 Describes different objects in
the sky and various earth materials

S4:02 Uses tools to help solve a
problem

S1:02 Uses tools to explore the
physical environment

S2:05 Names different kinds of
weather

S4:03 Notices whether a solution was
successful

S1:03 Notices cause and effect

S2:06 Communicates awareness of
changes in the environment,
weather, and seasons

Physical Science

S1:04 Describes physical properties
using simple words (big/small,
hot/cold, soft/hard, etc.)

Life Science

Scientific Thinking

S5:01 Demonstrates curiosity

S1:05 Identifies and solves problems
in the environment through active
exploration

S3:01 Names living organisms by
name (plant, animals, people)

S5:02 Solves problems through trial
and error

S1:06 Recognizes simple forms of
matter: solid/liquid

S3:02 Names characteristics of living
organisms

S5:03 Uses tools to explore the
environment

Earth and Space Science

S2:01 Explores the natural
environment using various tools

S3:03 Names body parts

S3:04 Show appreciation for God’s
creation of living things

SOCIAL STUDIES

History

Self

SS2:01 Recalls past information
(repeats parts to songs, stories, finger
plays, etc.)

SS3:04 Follows simple directions

Citizenship

SS1:01 Demonstrates a sense of
belonging to a group

SS2:02 Recalls details from his/her
immediate past

SS4:01 Participates in simple routines
with adult support

SS1:02 Begins to engage in
cooperative play

SS2:03 Anticipates sequence during
daily activities

SS4:02 Assists with daily routines and
responsibilities

SS1:03 Identifies self and familiar
people

SS2:04 Begins to communicate the
concept of time (today, yesterday,
later, etc.)

SS4:03 Begins to initiate “helping
tasks” (picking up toys, throwing
away trash, passing out cups or
napkins, etc.)

SS1:04 Recognizes and asks simple
questions about his/her family and
extended family

SS2:05 Notices changes over time
(height, abilities, trees losing leaves,
etc.)

SS4:04 Begins to work cooperatively
with others

SS1:05 Asks simple questions about
self, family and community

Civics and Government

SS1:06 Becomes aware of the
similarities and differences between
self and others

SS3:01 Becomes aware of immediate
community (grocery store, fire
station, police station, post office,
church, school, etc.)

SS4:06 Begins to show respect for
others

SS1:07 Begins to ask simple questions
about the similarities and differences
between self and others

SS3:02 Identifies people and their
roles (pastor, teacher, custodian,
doctor, dentist, police officer, etc.)

SS4:07 Makes choices

SS3:03 Begins to demonstrate and
understand rules and the purpose
they serve

SS4:05 Notices differences and
similarities in others

Physical Health and Well-Being

PH1:09 Climbs on a stool to reach
things that are up high

PH2:04 Pushes/pats puzzle pieces
into place

Gross Motor Development

PH1:10 Catches a ball trapping it
with arms and hands

PH2:05 Stacks 2 to 4 blocks on top
of each other

PH1:01 Moves body, arms, and
legs with coordination

PH1:11 Throws balls

PH2:06 Begins to use pincer grip
when handling spoon and fork

PH1:02 Runs, marches, dances to
music

PH1:12 Kicks balls

PH2:07 Opens cabinets and doors

PH1:03 Jumps in place

PH1:13 Walks on tiptoe

PH2:08 Bends over and picks
things up without falling

PH1:04 Squats, bends

PH1:14 Walks backwards

PH2:09 Unbuttons large buttons

PH1:05 Climbs/descends stairs
while holding on to a railing

Fine Motor Development

PH2:10 Unzips large zippers

PH1:06 Balances/stands on one
foot for one to two seconds

PH2:01 Engages in finger plays

PH2:11 Turns pages in a book

PH1:07 Pushes/pulls a cart while
walking

PH2:02 Uses pincer grip (with
thumb and finger) to wind up a toy

PH2:12 Tries to cut paper with
scissors

PH1:08 Tries to ride a tricycle or
other riding toy with pedals

PH2:03 Digs in sand with a
spoon/small trowel

PH2:13 Hits pegs with a small
hammer

PH2:14 Uses hand-eye
coordination to manipulate small
objects with increasing control

Physical Health and Well Being

PH3:01 Uses a tissue to wipe nose

PH3:09 Distinguishes between
nutritious and less nutritious foods

PH3:19 Identifies the difference
between sick and well

PH3:10 Helps caregiver when
being dressed

PH3:20 Understands that germs
can make us sick

P
PH3:11 Pulls off socks
H

PH3:02 Washes and dries hands
with help

PH3:12 Gives signs he/she needs
to use the toilet

PH3:03 Brushes teeth with help

PH3:13 Demonstrates basic safety
knowledge

PH3:04 Feeds self with a spoon
and/or fork

PH3:14 Follows simple safety rules
while participating in activities

PH3:05 Drinks from a cup or glass

PH3:15 Climbs into car seat when
asked and cooperates while
getting buckled in

PH3:06 Is able to drink from a
straw

PH3:16 Holds adult’s hand when
crossing the street

PH3:07 Pours own milk or water
from a small pitcher into a cup

PH3:17 Accepts other suggestions
or redirection when engaging in
unsafe behaviors

PH3:08 Demonstrates basic
understanding that eating a variety
of foods helps our bodies grow
and stay healthy

PH3:18 Picks up toys after hearing
or singing a clean-up song

PH3:21 Demonstrates basic
understanding that physical
activity helps the body grow and
be healthy

CREATIVE ARTS

Visual Arts

Music

CA3:01 Explores building materials
and art materials

CA1:01 Listens to a variety of music

CA3:02 Uses a variety of media

CA1:02 Responds to music by
clapping, swaying, dancing, etc.

CA3:03 Enjoys the art process and
delights in art creations

CA1:03 Explores sound

CA3:04 Expresses preference for
certain art materials/experiences

CA1:04 Begins to sing along to
favorite songs

CA3:05 Compares and contrasts own
creations with those of others

Dance

Dramatic Play

CA2:01 Uses whole body to respond
to music

CA4:01 Imitates and pretends to take
on the characteristics of a person,
character or animal.

CA2:02 Uses dance as a means of
self-expression

CA4:02 Expresses self through
dramatic play

CA2:03 Conveys ideas and emotions
through creative movement

CA4:03 Uses a variety of props while
playing and pretending

